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Abstract

It is broadly viewed that the magnetism may play an important role in the

high-Tc superconductivity in the lamellar CuO^ materials. In this paper, based

on a Hubbard-inspired CPl or S2 nonlinear a model, we give a quantitative

study of some magnetic properties in and around the Neel ordered state of three-

dimensional quantum antiferromagnets such as LalCu0i with and without small

hole doping. Our mode) is a (3+1) dimensional effective field theory describing

the low energy spin dynamics of a three-dimensional Hubbard model with a very

weak interlayer coupling. The effect of hole dynamics is taken into account in the

leading approximation by substituting the CP1 coupling with an "effective" one

determined by the concentration and the one-loop correction of hole fermions.

A stationary-phase equation for the one-loop effective potential of 5 ' model is

analyzed numerically. The behavior of Neel temperature, magnetization (long

range Neel order), spin correla'.'On length, etc as functions of anisotropic param-

eter, temperature, hole concentrations, etc are investigated in detail. A phase

diagram is also supported by the renormlization group analysis. The results show

that our anisotropic field theory model with certain values of parameters could

give a reasonably well description of the magnetic properties indicated by some

experiments on pure and doped La^CuOt.
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1. Introduction

Since lite discovery of the copper-oxide superconductors, many people have

come to consider that the magnetism in the two-dimensional CuO2 layers may

be responsible for the liigh-'/J. superconductivity in the lamellar materials such

as La^_iSriCu0i and YBa^Cufl f. Experimentally, recent neutron scatter-

ing measurements in La-CuO. revealed novel two-dimensional antiferromagnetic

spin fluctuations [1] .

Theorists have therefore concentrated on the magnetic properties of the sim-

plest models to take into account the strong electron correlations in a nearly

half-filled band such as the Hubbard mode], or the two-dimensional antiferro-

magnetic Heisenbcrg model as the strong coupling limit at half-filling.

Some recent studies have shown that these lattice models are represented by

t/(l) gauge invariant CJ ? 1 nonlinear a model or that coupled with hole fermions,

as low energy effective field theories [2]. The long-range behavior of the original

model is expected to be well described by these more tractable field theoretic

models. Chakravarty et a! [3] in fact argued that the neutron scattering data

by Shirane et al for the spin-correlation on undoped La^CuO^ [1] can be fit-

ted quantitatively with one or two-loop renormalization-group analysis of 0(3)

nonlinear a model in two-space dimensions.

However, it is broadly viewd that in order to understand high-7^ supercon-

ductivity it will be necessary to elucidate fully the rich diagram of phases as a

function of temperature, doping, etc. Among them there is a three-dimensional

antifcrromagenetically (Neel) ordered phase near the superconductive phase. Ex-

periments on La2_iSTfCuOt show that this phase has a remarkable feature that

the Neel temperature TN below which the long range Neel order is present, upon

doping, drops quickly to zero when S is changed by 0.0] ~ 0.03. It is believed

that this antiferromagnetic ordering at finite temperature and a transition from

a Neel to a two-dimensional quantum spin fluid state [1] are drived by a weak

three-dimensional interplaner coupling between CuO. layers. Promted by this
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speculation, using the CP1 (or CP W - 1 ) model as an effective field theory of the

antiferiomagnetic Heisenberg model, two of the present authors (I.I and H.Y)

have discussed in a previous paper [4] that the long range Neel order indeed

exists at finite temperature below TN in a weak coupling region only if the three-

dimensional interaction sets in.

In this paper we will give a more quantitative study of the magnetic proper-

ties in and around the Neel ordered state of three-dimensional quantum antifer-

romagnets such as (doped) La^CuO^. Our analysis is based on an anisotropic

CP1 or S2 model in (3+1) dimensions, where the three-dimensional coupling is

very weak compared with that within two-dimensional CuO. planes. (The ratio

(= or) will be estimeted from the comparison with experiments to be of order

10~s.) The model is an effective field theory describing (lie low energy spin dy-

namics of a three-dimensional anisotropic Hubbard model with a possible hole

doping. The effect of hole dynamics will be partially taken into tile CP1 model

by substituting the cr-model coupling with an "effective" one which is determined

by the concentration and the loop corrections of hole fennions. Analyzing numer-

ically the saddle-point equations of ff-model one-loop effective potential we will

investigate in detail the behavior of various quantities such as Neel temperature,

magnetization and spin-correlation length that characterize the magnetic prop-

erties, as functions of anisotropic parameter, temperature, hole concentrations,

etc. Some results are compared with experiments.

The construction of the present paper is the following. In Sect.2, we describe

how the CP1 model coupled with hole fermions is derived as an low-energy effec-

tive field theory from the anisotropic Hubbard model in three-space dimensions.

In Sect.3, we transform the CP1 model to an S2 (0(3) non-linear a) model and

calculate the one-loop effective potential for the auxiliary field (spin gap) and the

antiferrotnagnelic order parameter field. From this, the stationary-phase equa-

tions are obtained. In Sect.4, solving the equations numerically we investigate

the behavior of Heel temperature, magnetization, spin correlation length, etc

and compare it with the results of experiments on La7Cu04. In Sec. 5 we make
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the renornialization group analysis of S2 model to support the result on phase

diagram obtained in Sec. 4. Sec. 6 is devoted to summary and discussions.
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2. Anisotropic Hubbard Model in
Three-Dimensions and Nonlinear tr-Model

As already mentioned in the Introduction, it is widely believed that Cu — O

plane plays an essential role in the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity, and

most of the investigation has focused on two-dimensional systems. However in

order to obtain, for example, the finite-temperature phase transition, weak but

finite interplaner coupling must be considered. In this paper, we study three-

dimensional anisotropic Hubbaid model as a good starting point for more realistic

models.

In real materials, the distance between the neatest Cu — O planes is about

twice as large as the distance between the nearest two Cu atoms in the Cu — O

plane. Because of this, electrons at Cu atoms in different p'.anes have smaller

overlap integral, and electron hopping amplitude is very small in the direction

perpendicular to the Cu — O planes (we call it the third direction). We will

consider the following three-dimensional anisotropic Hubbard model,

£ nXJ. , (2.1)

where Cxc is an electron annihilation operator at site x with spin a (a =

1 =t,<7 = 2 =1), and nt, = Cl^,CXJ,. The hopping parameter („ (p =

spatial index = (1,2,3) or (z,y,z)) is

' « - , = ' (C«-0 plane)

and a will be estimated to be of order 10~5 in the later investigation. In eq.(2.I),

U is the Coulomb repulsion energy, and the chemical potential fic is introduced
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to control the hole concentration S,

We are interested in the large U and small S region. The lattice spacing of the

Cu — O plane (we call it X — Y plane) is a and that of the third direction is o3,

and a3 - A?a with iS ~ 2 (the actual values of a and a3 will be given in section

4).

The electron has properties of "biparticle", that is, it has spin and charge

degrees of freedom. Both degrees of freedom play an important role in the Hub-

bard model. It is quite convenient to separate the spin and charge degrees of

freedom by using the following slave boson formulation,

where aIC has the spin degrees of freedom and is charge neutral (it is quantized

as a boson), and i)t and fx are hole and doubly occupied states and have elec-

tromagnetic charge +1 and —1, respectively (they are quantized as fermions).

Time-reversed spin ax g is a — a£2, a , = ~ a i i" ^n or<^er to have the

canonical anticommutation relation of electron, the following constraint must be

imposed on the Hilbert space of aXiff, V'c an(J /x>

(2.4)

By the usual procedure [5], it is shown that in the large U and small 6 region,

the Hubbard model (2.1) reduces to the following t — J model,
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- ^ ^ ( a J a ) , , (2.5)
r

where Jp — if, and therefore ./, = oJx . The above < — ./ Hamiltonian is

defined on Ihe ililbcrt space without doubly occupied states, and for e""" —> 0

(as £/ —> large), the constraint (2.4) becomes

T" constraint (2.6) contains both bosons and fermions. It is convenient to

inuojuce CPl operator zxg and projection operator px to "solve** eq.(2.6),

(2-7)

and then the constraint (2.6) becomes

We use the path-integraj formulation of finite-temperature quantum many-

body system. In the present case, the partition function is given by



In eq.(2.10), HtJ .. obtained from HtJ by replacing operators (a f f,at, ^,0*)r

with (aa,aat \6, ii)r» where acff,ax<, are complex numbers and $xt ipx are Grass-

liiann numbers. The constraint (2.6) is guaranteed by the 6-function in eq.(2.10).

From eq.(2.10), it is straightforward to rewrite the partition function in terms of

0j.p zxa and their complex conjugate variables.

By eq.(2.7) and the Fierz transformation, the J term in eq.(2.5) becomes

and configuration ~zx
z
s + u ~ ® dominates the path-integral of the partition func-

tion. As 2 and s span the CP1 space, ~zxzx, — 0 means z ~ £xt and also

{~zffz)x =r —(3otr)i+w. From this consideration we assume that the system has

short-range antiferromagnetic order at low temperature and small hole concen-

tration. This means that nearest-neighbour spins tend to point the opposite

directions. Also notice that in that situation z
£.(l plays a role of antiparticle of

zx in the language of reJativistic Held theory. It is expected that by integrating

out the half of zXi for example z£'s n odd sites, we obtain a relativistic field

theory. This is actually true as it is shown now.

For each odd site, there are 6 nearest-neighbour (NN) even sites. We number

them from 1 to 6 as shown in Fig.l , and denote the spins and holes on these

sites as z . and ÔT- (o = some specific odd site, i = 1, • • • ,6), respectively. As the

correlation in the X — Y plane is much stronger than the interplane correlation,

we pair up each odd-site spin with an even-site spin in the A' — Y plane. Let

us fore us on some specific odd-site spin zo, and denote the even-site spin of its

partner as ze. For example, for odd site with coordinate nx = ny = even, nt =

odd, ze — z . (see Fig.2 ). On integrating out zc, we use zt and zt as two

orthonornial basis vectors in the CP1 space, and parameterize z0 as

*„=!««+ »*",. |P|3 + M2 = 1- (2-12)
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Substituting eq.(2.12) into the path-integral representation of the partition func-

tion, we integrate over the complex variables p and g with the constraint |p|3 +

\q\~ = 1. As mentioned above, the integral is dominated by the configuration

sz£ ~ 0 and this corresponds to small \p\. We expand the integrand in powers

of p and p, take up to the quadratic terms, and do the Gaussian integral over p

and p. TJie validity of this procedure can be verified by more careful estimation

[6].

Here we give the final result of that integration over all ro 's on odd sites.

Detailed derivation is given elsewhere [6]. As it can be seen from eq.(2.3), the

slave boson formalism has an invariance under the following local phase (gauge)

transformation,

(-c VS /)« - e''(I>(.-,. * , ! ) : • (2-13)

In the discussion of the superconductivity this local invariance plays an important

role. From eq.(2.I2), p and q transform nontriviafly under (2.13), and especially

for q,

After integrating over p, we find V - in the effective action disappears by using

the following fermion Held on o,_ ,tes,

1, = V«J., (2.15)

which transforms like zc under (2.13). Using these notations, the effective action
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H - T J + T J ] , (2.10)

where

Q = Q. = £ •/,/>;,- ( 2 I 7 )

and

with

I -

( f o r a < 1) ,

and T2 is a four-fernii term which plays an important role for the mechanism

of hole-pair condensation in the superconducting phase. J (i = l , - - - , 6 ) takes

Jj = • • • = ./, = J and Jj = J5 = 7_. = "Jr . Same for 1>.

An efTective field theory of the spin part is easily obtained from eq.(2.IC)

by neglecting the hole field and taking the continuum limit. The result is the

following anisotropic CPl tr-niodel.

T'- Dxz + 5^- D,z) + J,aZD^Dtz] , (2.19)
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with the constraint : • z = 1. In eq.(2.19), th« covariant derivatives are, e.g.,

Drz = (0r — 1 • i)z. From the above action, which was derived by the micro-

scopic consideration, the all parameters in the macroscopic effective field theory

are determined. For example, the dimensionless coupling constant of the CPl

model is a pure number (see section 3). However to derive eq.(2.19) from the

lattice action, we have neglected the higher-derivative terms. Therefore we can-

not expect that the relations between macroscopic and microscopic parameters

are exactly correct. Instead we will think that the coupling constant of the CP'

model is a free parameter, and sould be determined by the experimental data.

In this paper, we discuss the magnetic properties of three-dimensional

llubbard-sigma model at low temperatures and small hole concentration. From

eq.(2.16), we can see how the ir-model is renormalized by the existence of holes.

The contribution at the tree level (the classical level) of hole field dynamics comes

from the projection operators in eq.(2.16), />*; — I — ^^ .^ , etc.. At the hole

concentration 8, (t^v''r) = 6 with a suitable value of the chemical potential //,.

From eq.(2.16), noninteracting part of the hole action is

(2-20)

where m = ;ie + 2J (mass renormalizalion 27 comes from the fourth term

in eq.(2.16)). From eq.(2.20), we obtain the finite-temperature Green function

(notation is self-evident},

< W r ) ^ , ( r ' » = «II.G+(T,r')

{nAr)VJr')) = 6xx,GjT,Tl) = -6XI,G+(rl,T),

where

G+(T ' T"> = I l-em(e~m('~'>e(T - T') - e-^^-'Mr1 - r)). (2.22)

By the interaction with the spin degrees of freedom, the free Green function

(2:22) is dressed. However at least in the insulator phase at low temperature and
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small 6, it is expected that the perturbation expansion from Acpl + A, (free)

is a good approximation. From eq.(2.22), we obtain a relation between 6 and pc

as follows,

^ ^ (2.23)

Therefore, in eq.(2.16) we set the projection operator /)J, = 1 — 1&J,-ifr#|. = 1 — 6— :

</>li<l>(,i •", where :: means the normal ordering. From this consideration, it is

straightforward to obtain the renormalization of A^pl at the tree level of the

hole dynamics,

- D,z)

(2-24)

After fixing the parameters by the experimental data on the undop id case,

we can calculate the Neel critical line as a function of 6 from the 7-model action

(2.24).

Besides contribution at the classical-level calculated above, there is the

higher-loop contribution from the hole dynamics to the renormalization of the

spin dynamics. This loop-level renormalization comes from the hole-hopping am-

plitudes. From Tj given by eq.(2.18), it is easily seen that the short-range antifer-

roinagnetic order is disturbed by the hole hopping. Using the finite-temperature

Green function (2.22), it is not so difficult to calculate the one-loop hopping

effect from Ty Noticing the following identity which is proved from eqs.(2.21)

and (2.22),
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= 6, (2.25)

the renormalization of CPl dynamics is obtained as

f t

* £ £ ' ' fdT fdr'B^C^r'). (2.2G)
• > o o

At low temperature, the nonlocaiity of this term must be taken into account seri-

ously. The origin of this nonlocal interaction (without any damping factor) has a

simple physical interpretation. The relation between S, 0 and the hole mass in is

restricted by eq.(2.23). In the present situation the hole concentration £ is a fixed

quantity, and the chemical potential is to be adjusted for each temperature / .

According to this, the hole mass decreases to zero as the temperature goes down,

and the one-loop effect does not simply take a form of the renormalization of tL?

coupling constants of the cr-model. However at sufficiently high temperature it

is expected that this infrared effect is not serious, and simply we can set

Jdrj dr'B^C^T1) ~i3J drB.^C^r). (2.27)

With this approximation, the continuum limit of eq.(2.27) can be easily obtained,

and the result is

With similar manipulation, higher order terms in 6 are calculated. In this paper,

we take the following action as an effective field theory of the magnet.c part of
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the Hubbard model,

A=AMp,+&ACP,(T1). (2.29)

In the following sections, we will investigate the phase structure of the non-

linear cr-model (2.29). We will find that there are (at least) two phases; one is the

ordered phase with long-range antiferromagnetic order, and the ciher is the dis-

ordered phase with the mass gap. This mass gap is a counterpart of the Haldane

gap [7] in one-dimensional quantum antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain.
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3. Anisotropic CP1 or S2 Model in (3+l)-Dimensions
and the Stationary-Phase Approximation

As discussed in the previous section the spin-part of the effective field the-

ory for the three-dimensional anisotropic Hnbbard model is an anisotropic CP1

nonlinear a model in (3+l)-dimensions. Us action is given by (restoring A)

\ACP< = ^JrJ<'rJdix[\DIzf + \Dl,!:l
1 + aX\DzzF + ji\DT:n (3.1)

with a = JJJ, A = (<"3/o)2 and the spin wave velocity he = K(6)T/2 + aja.

The constraint |=|2 = |z1|2 + |zaj : = 1 is to be understood. The factor x(6)

and K{6) are introduced for later convenience to take into account the effect of

hole doping, and satisfy \(S = 0) = K(& = 0) = 1. "~r example as discussed in

the previous section both x(£) ^nd K(S) have the L..a ot 1 — 6 as the leading

approximation, i.e., without considering hole hopping.

Reselling the imaginary time r by c, we get the usual form of CP1 model

We

\Acp, = -f f dr JSX

where / = /A ^ (A is a two-dimensional momentum cutoff and is related to the

two-dimensional lattice constant a by Ao = \/2Jr) is an "effective" o--model cou-

pling constant and is obtained through (3.1)by /(*) = 4vT+~oVA5x~I(£)rc(6).

As mentioned in the previous section, however, we wilt regard this coupling / as

a free parameter and fix it fcom (he comparison with the experiments.

As the lagrangian of (3.1)we can take an alternative representation, i.e., S2

model or OKA} nonlinear a model. It is given through the transformation tp = ~zcz

- 1 6 -



: Pauli matrices) by

fihc

Id fd*[ ^ {O? + Xid&2] (3-3)

with the constraint y?2 = I.

We assume that this field theory model may give a good description for

the long range behavior of the spin dynamics of (doped) La2CuOA. Here the

free parameters are the a model coupling constant / , the spin wave velocity c

or the antifcrromagnetic Heisenberg exchange coupling J, and the anisotropic

parameter a. They shall be fixed in the next section by the comparison of

theoretical results with those given by the experiments on

In the following we will perform, based on the above anisotropic S2 model,

the field theoretical calculation of the effective potential for the antiferromag-

netic order parameter (the t!iird component of the spin variable >p) and the

auxiliary field a (spin _^ i'ap) introduced to keep the constraint, and derive

its stationary-phase eq \t .; ^,9]

Then we can write the thermodynamic partition function of this system as a

Euclidian path-integral

Z(0) = J D^D^Dlp3D(r<.xp{~As,},

i ( 3 4 )

where the replacement <p —• •/2j<p has been made. Integrating out <px and
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we obtain an effective action of <pz and <r fields

S<fM-') =5 / [
+ TrlnA,

where A = — J2--x A®) ~ a^®l + " ] • Since we are interested only in one-

loop effective potential it ;s sufficient to consider only the constant configuration

>f% = <p3 , a = <re. In this case we get

TrlnA + Trln[ J^ 0] + aXd7
x\ = Trln^4^, - z,) + ^ ( 1 , - I,)]

j
(3.6)

with u>; = 2jrf//J/ic (f:intcger). Here G»(i, —12) is the finite temperature Green's

function satisfying

with the periodic boundary condition in the imaginary-time direction.

Thus, up to the constant, we have an effective potential for ip. (the antifer-

romagnetic order parameter) and ac (the spin gap)

From this, the stationary-phase conditions for ac and <p3 follow easily

OV<1I
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= i(v,l_±) + _L f; | ^ _ _ _ J _ _ _ _

0 =-g&-= <re<p3t. (3.10)

Using the standard trick of finite temperature, Che third term on the right hand

side of (3.9) can be rewritten as the sum of contributions from the zero (= / , )

and the finite temperature (= / . ) parts

'> } (2x)» 2u' (3.11)

where up = k\ + k\ + a\k\ + <re. I. is evaluated analytically

A! + .-J log V' ' = - ac log V '
\ /A 2 + <rc \/*c

(3.13)

where Â  = (cfA)5A2, A,o2 = jr. For /2 , performing the two-dimensional integral

explicitly we obtain

, = -, / dx nog (1 - r ^ W " ! 1 ) - log (1 - e-')\.

(3.14)

In the next section, evaluating this integral numerically, we investigate in detail

the solutions of the stationary-phase equation (3.9) with (3.10) which correspond

to the various magnetic properties of La^CuO^.
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4. Application to La2Cu0t and the Numerical Results

In this section, we will study the solutions of the stationary-phase condi-

tions(eqs.(3.9) and (3.10)) with the help of numerical calculations, and investi-

gate the magnetic properties of CajCuO. in detail.

Before showing the results, let us explain how physical quantities are obtained

from the stationary-phas« conditions. The equation (3.10) implies that there may

be two phases, namely, <rc = 0 and ip3 = 0. The quantity <rc is the mass of the

yj-field so that the correlation length £ of the spins are given as £ = \f**c~ •

Therefore, there is the long range Neel order in the phase ac = 0. i-^, shown in

[4], where the C'f'-version of this model is considered, the ordered phase exists

at low temperature, and in this phase, tp3 , which is calculated from eq.{3.9)

with ac = 0, is non-zero. y>3 is related to the magnetization M as M — y/2]fp^ ,

since the ĵ-field is normalized as tp2 ~ 1/(2/). A/ is unity when the system is

completely antiferromagnetically ordered. The magnetization decreases as the

temperature increases, and vanishes at some temperature. This temperature is

called the Neel temperature TN and is determined by eq.(3.9) with both <rc and

ip3r set to zero. The region T > TN is the disordered phase, where vI
3c = 0

and tre ^ 0. In this phase, the inverse correlation length y ^ is obtained from

eq.(3.9) by setting <p3 = 0. In this way, from the stationary-phase conditions

we can calculate easily the magnetic quantities such as the Neel temperature,

the correlation Length and the magnetization of pure and doped La^CuO^. The

correlation length was previously calculated in [3] by using a different approach

in the framework of the two-dimensional u-lnodcl, and we will show that our

results are consistent with theirs.

In thi$ paper we will take a = 3.8A, the shortest Cu — Cu distance in

the Cu — O planes and o3 = 6.6A, the distance between the networks. We

verified that the physical quantities like TN, {/a and the magnetization are not

sensitive to the cutoff parameter, the lattice spacings. The three parameters in

jur model; f,hc and a are determined by comparing our numerical results with
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the experimental data on pure La^CuO^. The neutron scattering experiment has

been done on L^CuO^by [10] . Their best sample has the antifcrromagnetic

long-range order up to TN = 195K. Based on these experimental da;.a on the

correlation length, Chakravarty et. al.[3] have estimated the coupling constant

of the ff-model as / = 0.685/c, where fe is the critical coupling of the two-

dimensional tr-model. It will be shown later that also in our three-dimensional

consideration / = 0.6S5/c gives a good lit for the correlation length( with a

suitable value of Ac). Then we set the coupling constant to the above value,

and determine a as a function of Ac by requiring TN = 195K. Finally the spin

wave velocity he is chosen so as to reproduce the experimental data on the

correlation length (. Then we will use these values of parameters to calculate the

magnetization and to obtain TN-6 phase diagram in the doped case (i.e. 6 ^ 0).

We can thus derive various numerical results according to the above procedure.

Let us show them.

Phase Diagram We first observe how the Neel temperature depends on two

parameters Ac and a. The dependence of TN on a with tic being fixed is shown

in Figs. 3 and A. When a is zero, the Nee] temperature is zero, as expected from

the Merniin-Wagner theorem. As a increases, the effect of the third dimension

becomes larger and 7\, increases. As easily seen in these figures, a must be very

small(» 10"7 ~ 10"5) in order to obtain small T^ ~ 195/t\ The dashed line

in Fig. 3 is an approximate expression for T^, which was derived by letting the

cutoffs in the z-integral in eq.(3.14) go to the infinities as done in ref.[-lj. This is

legitimate when a is not small, because the cutoff Ax is proportional too'. There

is, however, small but finite difference between this approximate expression and

the numerical result even near o ~ 1. Therefore, the numerical calculation is

needed especially for small values of a we are interested in.

On the other hand, T^ increases with he, because the temperature and he

appear in equation (3.9) in a form of &hc. Fig. 5 is the J~l-TN phase diagram

for some small values of a. Remenber that for small a, J is proportional to tic.

Th.. lower region in this diagram is the Nee) ordered phase. It can be seen that

- 2 1 -



fit llie zero temperature, there is the Neel order for any value of coupling / of

the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model, and it is consistent with the results by

Monte Carlo simulations [11] . When a = 0, the line which separates the two

regions coincides with the J~' -axis, and it means that in two dimensions Ncel

order is possible only for T = 0. Using these results, we can estimate a for each

value of tic when TN is fixed to the experimental value (Fig- 4). a is about

1CT5 ~ 1(T7 for 7\, = 195K and Ac = 0.4 ~ 0.6eVA.

Correlation Length We next go on to the calculations oi the correlation length

£. Fig. 5 shows our fits to the results of experiments [10] on La.CuO.. The

Neel temperature of this sample is 195K. The best (it (solid line) is obtained

for Ac = 0.39cVA, a = 1.7 x 10~5. This value of Ac is essentially the same

with that obtained in [3] using the one-loop rcnormalization group approach.

Smaller and larger he cannot reproduce the experimental result. For example,

Ac = O.GeVA(cr is 2.0 x 10~7 for TN = 195K) gives much smaller £-'(<l°«ed

line). The value of a, we found, is also in good agreement with the result of ihe

previous analysis [12] . Let us check that our calculation contains the results of

two-dimensional analysis in [3] by setting a = 0. Chakravarty et. al. obtained

the correlation length by the renormalization group approach, and we directly

calculated the mass of the y-field which is dynamically generated. It is easy to

sec that essentially these two results are same. The correlation length with a = 0

(dashed line) differs from the result with a = 1.7 x I0" s for T smaller than 300K.

For the range of temperature from 300K to 500K, these two are quite close, and

both are consistent with the experimental result. However, contrary to the naive

expectation, there appears difference between these two results at temperature

higher than 500k.

It should be also pointed out that smallness of a means very short correla-

tion length in the third direction, as seen in the following way. The spin-spin

correlation function is written as
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where k = \ZaA&3. From this expression, it is seen that for flying in the A* — Y

plane,

and for x pointing in the third direction,

as \z\ —* oo. That is, the inter-layer correlation length £, is \/a\ RS 0.7 x IO~2

times */&l~l
t the correlation length in the £*u0-plano. Actually, the experiment

shows that £_ is about 2A while £ w 200A at room temperature.

Magnetization The calculated results of the magnitization A/ as a function

of temperature is shown in Fig. 8. It is zero at TN and behaves as A/ oc

*ITN — T near the NeeJ temperature. This temperature dependence is consistent

with the result of the molecular field theory. If the infinite cutoff limit is taken

in evaluating eq.(3.12), M is writte; analyticaly as ( a A ) ~ £ ^ y | JT^ - T2 ,

which is proportional to \/TN — T for T a; 7V. M takes its maximum value

at T = 0, and its maxiinuni value is obtained from equation (3.9) as A/(T =

0) s yl\ — 2fs/
:f/ira2 + O{y/a). Thus it is independent of o( and T^) for very

small «. This expression also shows that the increase in / makes the system

disordered. For / = 0.6S5/c, M{T = 0) = 0.57, which is close to 0.60 predicted

by the spin wave theory. The sample we refered to in Fig. 7 has magnetization

0.35 at T ~ 0, which gives / = 0.89/c. However, the correlation length cannot

rises
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linearly as shown in dot ted-dashed line in Fig. 7. Smaller / is also rejected b--

the same reason so that / must be about 0.69/,.. Since the absolute value of the

magnetization is very sensitive to the defects and impurities of the sampk, we

consider the value 0.57 is good as a theoretical prediction. But it is also possible

that our approximation about the shape of the La^CuO^cryslal may contribute

to the discrepancy.

To summarize the undoped case, our results are in good agreement with

experimental result on La2CuO<t if we choose / = 0.69/ethc = 0.39eVA and

a ~ L7 x 10~5, and these values are consistent with the previous estimates.

Doped Case Now we consider the duped case. As explained in section 2, the

presence of holes disorderes the system, and T^ decreases as 6 increases. If we

ignore '.he hole hopping, i.e. at the tree level of the hole dynamics, the coupling

constant and the spin-wave velocity are renormalized as l / / —• (1 — 6 ) 2 / / znd

Ac —• *J'2 + o( 1 — 6) Ja, respectively. By substituting the above to the stationary-

pliase equations (3,9) and (3.10), we calculate TN as a function cf b. The result

of the Tpj'b phase diagram is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 with the solid tine. T v

vanishes at 6 as 0.16, that is, there is no long-range NeeJ order for 6 > 0.16.

However, in the experiments, the Neel order disappears at about 0.03. This fact

suggests that the hole hopping gives important effects to the spin dynamics. In

order to estimate these effects, we calculated the contribution from T, at the one-

loop{ quantum) level in section 2, and the result is nonlocal in the time direction(

without any damping factor). If this nonlocality is neglecled( this is justified only

in the high temperature), the one-loop effect results in the rcnormalization of/

and he (with the tree-level renormalizalion), iff -» ((1 - S)2 - (J06/2)// and

Ac-* (I-6-(ffl6f 2)y/2 + aJa. Using a typical value U * 10*K for the Coulomb

repulsion energy, we can obtain the T^-b line. As a result, the Neel temperature

decrease about ten times as rapidly( dashed lines in Figs. 9 and 10) as the tree-

Level result. However, this calculation is not reliable in low temperature region. In

fact, below 100K, the solution of the stationary-phase equation has pathological

bchavor, even though the renormalization factor if06/2 is still small at that
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point (U06/2)T _imK ~ O.IS. Some more elabolafe treatments arc requited.

The system CP' (T-model+T^+Tj) itself is a very interesting system, and it is

important to solve the dynamics of this system. This problem is under study.

To conclude this section, we have investigated the magnetic properties of pure

and doped £a2Ci/04from the stationary-phase 'onditions of the 0(3) <r-inodel.

The results are consistent with experiments.
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5. Renormalization Group Analysis

As shown in the previous section, the numerical solutions of stationary phase

equation indicates that our effective theory with no hole doping has two (Necl

ordered and disordered) phases for a small but nonzero anisotropy parameter a,

which are separated by the critical TN — J~l line (Fig. 5).

In this section we apply to our three-dimensional anisotropic nonlinear o*-

model the renormalization-group analysis a la Polyakov [13] to support qualita-

tively the above result .

For simplicity we assume in this section the cubic lattice, i.e., ax = ay =

az = a. Then after the CPl —• S1 mapping the action is given by

In (5.1) if fields should have Fourier-component cutoff at the momentum

A, i.e., 0 < fc < A where k = (4* + k\ + i|)> and A is defined through the

lattice constant a by </2Aa = F} = 2K/{V3)> = 2 T / ( J T ) ' a 3.898. This

choice conserves the Brillouin zone for the state with the three-dimensionally

aiiliferromagnelic order. Next introduce the new coordinate

and we Find that the regions are rescaled to be

0 < 2 n < l , F, <z.,z,,z < o o ,
° 3 ' 2 3 (5.3)

0 < J t < 1.

\ We will write this section r&ther pedagogicslly for those who &re not familiar with the

field theory technique such as the renormaliz&tion-group method .
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The action is then rewritten as

1

iv here

9

The partition function is defined by

z=I n

(5-5)

The idea of rcnoniialization group is as follows [13J. Integrate (5.G) on the fields

•p with the modes Jfc between c~' < k < 1 (fast-varying). Then it will give us the

new effective action A by the formula

(5.7)

A should have the form following from 0(3) symmetry

)1+-}. (5.8)

with k = e'i, z — e~lz. Then the connection between the parameters [g, 6p) and

(»•'(.) E'ves the "lenormalization" or the "recursion relation". Its infinitesimal

form becomes the "renormalization-group equation", and its solution will provide

the "renornialization flow" g((), tp(f)i and finally the "phase diagram".
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For this program to be put in practice it is convenient to expand the field y>,

decomposing into the slow and fast-varying modes. First introduce the orthonor-

rna! basis {?"} = {e° = $,e'} (a = 0,1,2,a = 1,2) satisfying f • e " = ««",

which are "slow varying", i.e., contains modes of 0 < k < e~c. Using these

vectors the arbitrary configuration <p may be represented as following.

a-Q

(

Aftct substituting of (5.9) into the action (5.4) we perform the functional inte-

gration over a fast-varying field va in the one-loop perturbation to obtain the

effective action of slow-varying field .4({e*a}), i.e., treat va being small while

u° ~ 0(1). The substitution of (5.9) into {0^$)* gives

** 3 (5.10)

where we have introduced "gauge field"

Ay s ?adfle^ = —Ay, (5.11)

and used the relation:

dp^dp? = ^^A"Ji*Ap • (5.12)
7

Noting also

" , " . (513)
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and

we can finally get

In the above we have utilized 0(2) local gauge symmetry to set

/1J' = O. (5.16)

This symmetry is originated from the fact that there exists the arbitrariness to

choose e" even if tve fix 2° = ip. Explicitly, the Jagrangian d(S,l5)2 is invariant

under

„•-«•'(*„,*>',

where Sl"h = (fi-1)'0 6 O(2). The gauge field transforms as

The use is also made of the fact:

dHA? = 0. (5.17)

This equation holds since f£ is fast-varying whereas dA°® is slow-varying field.

Then the integration of the partition function (5.6) over dv' can be done

easily

Z = fD$Di>'np{ - Y
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, (5.18)

where A'*' = -S'^b^l + b^O^)1) + b^AfAf. Noting that v* is expanded as

with <jn = 2jrn, we find T r l n / f ' in (5.18) to be expressed as

where

^ 7 (

To summarize we can express the partition function as

2= JDfe-r.*, (5.20)

where the new action is given by

l

k
with

9 3 (5.22)
b. = 6., (i = 1,2,3)

All these recursion-relations follow from eqs.(5.18), (5.19) and the dimensional

analysis. We note that the anisotropy parameter a is not renormalized. For
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general t we have

(5.23)

In the following we will evalute near I ~ 0 the integral 1(1) appearing in the

above recursion relation to derive the differential equation, i.e., renocmalization-

group equation. Using polar coordinates I(i) is expressed as

( 5 2 4 )

Near N O we have

(5-25)

For a =: 0 the case we are interested in, zero-mode (n = 0) in the summation

over n is dominant, i.e.,

M
~ — f I dB Sia8 V /"jg 5 i n t f ]
~ 4 x ' l j sin2« + ocosJfi f^J sin2« + 4 l ' n V J

where

Prom (5.23) and (5.26) the following re normalization-group equations are

derived:

% = -9 + -^ (1» \ 2 + 0{gz), (5.28)
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J-T. (S-29)

Let us search for the solution ol (5.28) and (5.29) with some approximation. For

simplicity first consider the B(f) —* 0 limit (very smalt a) as the zeroth order

approximation. In this case (5.28) and (5.29) decouple and the solution is easily

obtained as

- L = fl + -L|n 1(1-e'), (5.30)
3(0 fl0

 4 * a

iW = t\, (5.31)

where (go,yo) is an initial value of {g,f). The renormalization-group flow is

described in Fig.12 . gg = gc = AT1 In"1 ; is the critical coupling separating

the two-phases, i.e., ordered (ga < ge) and disordered (g0 > gc) phases. Next

consider the first order approximation in which we keep only the asymptotic

{I —* oo) behavior of B(i). For 7 -» oo(/ —• 00)

1 °° 1 1

Then the renormalization-group equation for g becomes

and the solution is given by

with A~l = 24TT7^. In this case the phases are separated by the critical (g0, y0)

line;

The rough shape of the flow diagram is depicted in Fig. 13 .
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For the realistic case, we have found in the previous section the value of a to

be very small (as 10~5) so that the first term (zeroth order) may be dominant in

the right hand side of (5.32). Then the critical line approximatly becomes

0J 1 = 1 4
~ g 4x* " a '

which means that TN — J~l line is a hyperbora and approach to the axises as

o —> 0, which is in qualitative agreement with the results obtained in the previous

section by solving the stationary-phase equation (Fig. 5).
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6. Summary and Discussions

Based on a quantum field theoretical analysis of nonlinear a modt! we have

studied the magnetic properties of quantum antifeiromagnets, i.e., (dop?d)

LcijCuO^ we have found that two of the interesting expermental facts on

La2CuOt, i.e., the existence of long range Necl order below finite TN and two-

dimensional spin fluctuation above T^ can at the same time be explained by the

one-loop analysis of the (3 + l)-dimensional nonlinear 17 model with a very small

interpUner coupling if the suitable values are chosen for the parameters.

Starting from the three-dimensional anisotropic Hubbard model we have de-

rived as the effective continuum field theory the (3 + l)-diinensional anisotropic

CPl or S2 model, which is expected to describe the low energy spin dynamics

of the original model.

Based on this field theory model we have calculated the one-loop effective

potential for the antiferromagnetic order parameter and the spin mass gap, and

derived its stationary-phase equations.

Solving numerically the equations we have investigated the magnetic prop-

erties suc'i as the phase diagram, the spin correlation length and the magnetiza-

tion. The behavior of critical T' — J~l line separating the ordered and disordered

phases has been studied also by the renormalization-group method and confirmed

to be consistent with the stationary-phase method.

In conclusion, our one-loop analysis of magnetic properties based on three-

dimensional "Hubbard-sigma model" has turned out to be in good agreement

with experiments taken on (doped) La2CuOt if the parameters are chosen to be

I a = 1.7 x 10~5 (anisotropy)

Ac = 0.39eVA (spin wave velocity)

/ = 0.685/c (<r-model coupling)

The value of tic obtained here is smaller than that estimated experimentally by

various methods. In our field theoretical approach it is also possible to taken into
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account systematically the highei-loop corrections in th>- (r-tnodel calculation,

just like the 1/7V expansion in the O(N) nonlineai <r model. The corrections

may change the above values for the parameters a, he, f to fit the results to the

experiments.

The result of the TN — 6 calculation gives us an interesting suggestion for a

mechanism for the superconductivity in the Hubbard model. At the tree level

of the hole dynamics, the Nee] temperature TN vanishes at fi = 0.16. However,

in the experiment i ~ 0.03. This means that the effect of the hole hopping

is important for the antiferromagnetic order of the spin degrees of freedom. In

fact, the simple estimation of the I term in the 1 — J model (2.5) or T, term in

eq.(2.16) shows that this effect is large. This is not so surprising, because the

hopping parameter i is larger than the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg coupling J

in the llubbard model.

The above conclusion was derived by the discussion about the long-range

order. However, it must be true also for the short-range order. The system loses

the long-range Neel order for 5 > 6C (where bc is the critical hole concentration

and given by the T^ — i line), however it still has the short-range order. In that

situation, hole disorders the spins in its neighborhood, that is, hole is wearing the

clolhcs of the spin fluctuation. It is easily imagined that there appears an attrac-

tive force between two holes, because the area (or volume) of the spin-fluctuation

region is getting smaller as two holes are getting closer witli each other, and it is

energetically favored. Actually this picture of the superconductivity is obtained

by the more elaborate consideration on the hole dynamics [6].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Each odd site has 6 even-site neighbours. They are numbered from 1 to 6.

The spins and holes on those even sites are named z . and ijjgi (i = 1 ~ 6).

2. We pair up each odd-site spin zc with a NN even-site spin zc. Two spins

in a pair tend to point the opposite direction. For example, for odd site

"r = ny = even, n, = odd, r, = z^.

3. TN-a diagram with fixed J. Solid lines are numerical results for J =

850A' and J = 1300A". The dotted line is the result with J=850K of an

approximate equation valid for not small a. / is 0.685fc

4. TN-a diagram in Fig. 3 in the small a region.

5. J'X-TN diagram for a = 1.7 x 10"s and 2.0 x 10"7. The lower and the

upper region is Neel ordered and disordered region, respectivelly.

6. The relation between he and o for fixed Tw ; Tu = 195K and 245K

7. The relation between he and a for fixed TN; TN = 195K and 245K

8. The inverse correlation length (~l versus temperature. Using / = 0.685/,.

with TN fixed at 195K, the best fit(solid line) is obtained for he = 0.39eVA.

The result with he = 0.6eVA is shown by a dotted line. Dashed line is the

result with a = 0 (Ac = 0.39cVA) using the same / . Dottcd-dashed line is

the best fit using / = 0.89/c with TN fixed at 195K (Ac is O.64cVA). The

experimental data are taken from [10].

9. Antiferro magnetization versus temperature for two valu 2s of / ; / = 0.685/^

and / = 0.89/,.. fie is 0.39 and 0.64, respectively. TN is 195K.

10. TN-6 phase diagram. / = 0.685/e,/ic = 0.39eVA. The lower region is

the Necl ordered region. Solid and dotted line is the result at the tree and

one-loop level, respectively.

11. The same as Fig. 9 for small 6

12. Renormalization-group flow diagram in the zero-th order approximation.
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13. Rcnormalizalion-group flow diagram in Ihu first order approximation.
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